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All this stations transmits

data via satellite links, internet,

wire lines, radio modems,

optical fibers.

INGV receives the data at

its data center in Rome

Continuous data series representing

the three components of ground

velocity or acceleration,

sampled tipically at 100 sps

INGV receives around

15 GB/day

5 TB/year
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How to replicate the whole INGV data 

archive to the EUDAT infrastructure?

The INGV data archive, so far, amount to

28,6 TB

7500000 files

The chosen door for the EUDAT CDI is the 

CINECA node, placed in Bologna, Italy

The connection between INGV and 

CINECA is via internet and has a 

theoretical bandwidth of

100 Mbits

The  replication of the whole archive has taken

3 months
Using the iRODS irsync tool, running multiple 

irsync processes to aggregate bandwidth, 

since each process reaches an average of

16 Mbits

Each digital object ingested by CINECA has

been registered, assigning to it a Persistent

Identifier (PID). So far we have about

7100000 PID

The PIDs are registered into the PID registry, which

is hosted at SURFsara and based on the EPIC 

service. 

During the periodic synchronization process, we

create about

3000 PIDs/day

Master archive

PID registry
In this first phase the CINECA node acts as the 

main archive for the data (master archive)

First replication

archive

In the next phase, the community archive will

register directly their data 

becoming the master
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Real-time 
cache

Archive

Real-time 
cache

Archive

Data streams received by INGV are stored in a 

temporary area, where they are consolidated over

the following few days

Data are then moved to the long term archiveA periodic syncronization process keeps aligned

both the cache and the archive
The cache is sync every

60 minutes
The archive is sync every

24 hours
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Questions?


